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Claimed benefits of BMDs

• prevent overvotes

• warn of undervotes

• eliminate ambiguous marks

Assume BMDs function correctly!

Many recent failures, including Georgia, Northampton PA, Los Angeles CA
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Claims

• voters also make mistakes marking HMPB, so have to verify regardless: not
different

• it’s enough if X% of voters verify

• if there are complaints/problems, election officials will “do the right thing”

• parallel testing is possible in principle, so all’s well
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Reality

Hand-marked paper ballots are a record of what voters did.

BMD printout is a record of what machines did.

BMDs make the paper trail hackable: undermine audits & evidence-based elections

• Voter responsible for cybersecurity, but can’t prove to anyone else they observed a
malfunction: not contestable

• Election official can’t tell whether a complaint shows malfunction, voter error, or
“wolf”: no good dispute resolution

• Election official can’t prove outcomes are right: not defensible

• Full hand count of BMD printout might not show who really won

• Applying RLA procedure to BMD printout doesn’t limit risk of certifying wrong
winner 9
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Can we show that BMDs didn’t change any outcomes?

• 3 approaches proposed:
• pre-election logic and accuracy (L&A) testing
• “passive” testing
• “live” or “parallel” testing

• none works in practice
• need a big chance of finding small problems in high-dimensional space
• requires prohibitively large samples
• most jurisdictions don’t have that many voters!
• none actually does such testing
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How many votes must be altered to alter the outcome?

• Altering votes on 1% of transactions can change the margin of contests that are
not jurisdiction-wide by far more than 2%.

• If a contest is on 10% of ballots & undervote rate in the contest is 30%, altering
votes on 1% of transactions can change margin in that particular contest by 29%.
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Passive testing

• use spoiled ballot rate or complaints to signal a possible problem

• need to set alarm threshold to balance false alarms and missed problems

• may depend on things that vary from election to election:

• number of contests on the ballot
• whether the contests have complex voting rules
• ballot layout
• voter demographics
• turnout
• familiarity w voting technology
• . . .
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1% false negative & false positive rate, Poisson

margin detection rate 0.5% base rate 1% base rate 1.5% base rate

1% 7% 908,590 1,792,330 2,675,912
25% 76,077 145,501 214,845

3% 7% 106,411 204,651 302,864
25% 9,870 17,674 25,359

5% 7% 40,156 75,671 110,989
25% 4,036 6,849 9,650
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Size matters: contests can have dozens to millions of voters.

median turnout in 2018 was 2,980 voters per county.
< 43,000 voters for > 2/3 of jurisdictions

Figure 1: Heat map of median 2018 turnout by jurisdiction [@EAVS2018].
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Targeted attacks

• voters not equally likely to detect discrepancies

• malware has access to BMD settings, state history, etc.

• can select whose votes to alter, inferring voter characteristics from BMD settings
and the voters’ interaction with the BMD.

• can target voters less likely to notice problems (&perhaps less likely to be believed
if they report malfunctions)
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Voters with visual impairments

• ~0.8% of the U.S. population is legally blind; approximately 2% of Americans age
16 to 64 have a visual impairment.

• Current BMDs do not provide voters with visual impairments a way to check
whether the printout matches their selections

• If 2% of voters have a visual impairment that prevents them from checking the
printout and BMD only alters votes when the voter uses the audio interface or large
fonts, BMD might be able to change the outcomes of contests with
jurisdiction-wide margins of 4% or more wo increasing the spoiled ballot rate.
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Voters with motor impairments

• Some BMDs let voters print & cast a ballot without looking at it, e.g. ES&S
ExpressVote® with “Autocast,”

• Voters who use this feature have no opportunity to check whether the printout
matches their selections nor to spoil the ballot if there is a discrepancy.

• BMD can change every vote cast using this feature without increasing the spoiled
ballot rate.
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Voters who use languages other than English

• Federal law requires some jurisdictions to provide ballots in languages other than
English.

• In 2013, ~26% of voters in Los Angeles County spoke a language other than
English at home

• If many voters use foreign-language ballots & are unlikely to check the
English-language printout, could change the outcome of contests w/ large margins
without increasing the spoiled ballot rate noticeably.
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“Learning” voter behavior

• time of day the transaction starts
• the time since the previous voter finished using the BMD (a measure of how busy

the polling place is)
• the number of voting transactions before the current transaction
• the voter’s sequence of selections in each contest, including undervotes, before

going to the next selection
• the number of times the voter changes selections in each contest in the first pass

through the ballot, and what the voter changed the selection from and to, etc.
• the amount of time the voter takes to make each selection before taking another

action (e.g., going to the next contest)
• whether the voter looks every page of candidates in a contest
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• how much time (if any) the voter takes to review selections, which selections the
voter changes, etc.

• whether the voter receives an inactivity warning during voting
• what part of each onscreen voting target the voter touches
• BMD settings, including font size, language, whether the audio interface is used,

volume setting, tempo setting, whether voter pauses the audio, whether voter
“rewinds,” and whether the voter uses audio only or synchronized audio/video

• whether voter uses sip-and-puff interface

Conservatively 6,000,000 to 1047 combinations.
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Spying on voters

Number of voters that have to be spied on in a given contest to get 99% confidence
from 2000 tests

Altered Votes Bound (millions)

0.5% 3.87
1% 3.58
3% 2.69
5% 2.09
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Limiting BMD use helps: GA Attorney General Contest, 2018

Official results:

CHRIS CARR (I) (REP) 51.30% 1,981,563
CHARLIE BAILEY (DEM) 48.70% 1,880,807

margin: 2.6%
ballots cast: 3,949,905
votes cast in Fulton County: 415,524
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voting method detection rate1 hack rate2 do-over rate3 Fulton share4

all BMD 6.6% 0.014 <0.001 374
20% 0.016 0.003 1325
76% 0.053 0.040 16,782

50% BMD 6.6% 0.027 0.002 374
20% 0.032 0.006 1325
76% 0.106 0.081 16,782

5% BMD 6.6% 0.273 0.018 374
20% 0.319 0.064 1325
76% 1 0.808 16,782

1Rate at which voters who use BMDs notice printout errors and request a new chance to mark a ballot.
2Error rate in BMD printouts sufficient to change the reported winner.
3Among voters who use BMDs, the fraction who request a fresh chance to mark a ballot.
4If the errors were spread evenly across counties, the number of do-over requests in Fulton County.
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and even then . . .

• never been done

• compromises voter privacy

• the only remedy is a new election

• requires new systems, extra hardware, additional staff, training

• BMDs will always pose special risks of disenfranchising some groups of voters
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